
 
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES EVERYTHING WAS ALL RIGHT 

BEFORE YOUR ENGINEER CALLED! 
 

We are occasionally asked: Since your engineer’s visit our automatic gate is not working 

correctly, can you send someone to fix it? Our reply is often, YES by all means, however there 

may be additional charges! 

 

Why? It was all right before your engineer called!  Frustratingly this can be the case, each time 

a repair is carried out, side effects are inevitable! Sometimes the system is so fragile the 

inevitable just happens! 

 

  
 

What do you mean by side affects?  Surely it is your problem? Unfortunately, as with seeing a 

doctor for an illness, the prescribed remedy may have side affects that can occur straightaway or 

over the course of time! This is equally true of machines just like automated gates: The problem 

remains that of the original system and its current state. 

 

When a part of a system is adjusted, replaced or fixed, it will have an affect upon other parts of 

the system.  Some of these go unseen whilst others result in consequences requiring additional 

work. For example; replacing an operator may result in the control panel, which was working 

beforehand, requiring replacement for numerous reasons. 

 

     
 

Another famous example is that of an engineer simply replacing a fuse and leaving the system in 

working order, only for the fuse to blow later on as a result of an intermittent faulty part; a part 

that checked out and was found in order at the time of the original site visit! 



 

   
 

That sounds unfair!  It may seem unfair but what is our alternative? If we refused to repair 

systems due to consequential issues that may or may not happen then that would not help 

anyone! If we told customers that their whole system needed replacement, just so that we could 

warranty everything, then that would be excessive! 

 

Our policy is simple: We will undertake to repair systems using their original manufacture 

components as economically as each engineer sees fit and reasonably safe. Only the faulty part is 

to be attended to first; unless it is obvious to our engineer, at the time of his attendance, that 

others are needed, or an upgrade should be suggested. 

 

    
 

Further works are usually addressed within recommendations made following each site visit 

(unless outstanding recommendations are relevant, a reminder of which may also follow) and 

attended to following an instruction confirmed by the customer. 

 

    
 

Every day people trust our engineers to deliver the best result! 
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